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PETER VAN MINNEN

Three Edicts of Caracalla? A New Reading of P.Giss. 40

«Man sollte … an diesem Papyrus … nicht weiter rühren»1

Ever since its publication in 1910,2 P.Giss. 40 has received more than its share of atten-
tion from scholars. The papyrus contains copies of several constitutions of Caracalla,
and the first, an edict, has almost unanimously been identified as the so-called Con-
stitutio Antoniniana (CA), the edict by which Caracalla granted Roman citizenship to
(almost) all free inhabitants of the Roman empire who were not yet Roman citizens.
The date of the edict is disputed (with most scholars agreeing on a date in 212), as is
the scope of the grant of citizenship (did it exclude any free inhabitants of the Roman
empire? did it apply only to the free inhabitants of the Roman empire at the moment it
was issued?). The fact that the grant of citizenship is never quoted verbatim in any of
our sources has also baffled scholars.

The following discussion will demonstrate that the CA is in fact exactly dated, that
part of it is quoted in Latin in the Code of Justinian, and that it is also attested in Greek in
another, even more fragmentary papyrus of approximately the same date as P.Giss. 40.

The standard editions of P.Giss. 40 are: the editio princeps, Heichelheim’s JEA
article,3 Oliver’s Greek Constitutions,4 and Kuhlmann’s Die Giessener lite-
rarischen Papyri.5 I reproduce the text of the last-mentioned here first with some
modifications, followed by an English translation of my own.6

1 H. Wolff, Die Constitutio Antoniniana und Papyrus Gissensis 40 I, vol. 1, 1976, 209.
2 P. M. Meyer, Drei Erlasse Caracallas aus den Jahren 212 und 215, in: E. Kornemann –

P. M. Meyer (eds.), Griechische Papyri im Museum des Oberhessischen Geschichtsvereins zu
Giessen, vol. 1, 2, 1910, 25–45. I have used the plate (pl. 6) accompanying the editio princeps to
verify readings in P.Giss. 40, because more recent plates reflect the damaged state of the original
after 1945. The original plate also appears in V. Capocci, La ‹Constitutio Antoniniana›,
1925–1926, 3–136, following the monograph.

3 F. M. Heichelheim, The Text of the Constitutio Antoniniana and the Three Other Decrees
of the Emperor Caracalla Contained in Papyrus Gissensis 40, JEA 26, 1940, 10–22.

4 J. H. Oliver, Greek Constitutions of Early Roman Emperors from Inscriptions and Papyri,
1989, 495–510.

5 P. A. Kuhlmann, Die Giessener literarischen Papyri und die Caracalla-Erlasse, 1994,
215–255.

6 For a recent English translation of P.Giss. 40 see A. Z. Bryen, Reading the Citizenship Papy-
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Col. 1
[ A\tokrˇtvr KaÖsar M»]rko« A\r‹li[o« Seoyáro«] [ntvnÖno[«] E[\sebÎ]« lwgei·
[ ]h m»llon an[ . . . . . . . . t@]« aåt›a« kaÏ to[Œ«] l[ogi]smoŒ[«]
[ ù]eoÖ« [toÖ]« $ù[an]ˇtoi« e\xarist‹saimi, ƒti tá[«] toia÷th[«]
[ ]h« me sy[net]‹rhsan.  / toig[a]roÜn nom›zv [o]œtv me

5 [ ]v« d÷[n]asùai tÕ megaleifithti a\tân tÌ ÅkanÌn poi-
[eÖn Çs]ˇki« ã@n É[p]eiswlù[vs]in eå« toŒ« ãmoŒ« $n[ùr]Øpoy«
[ ]n ùeân synei[s]enwg[koi]mi. d›dvmi toÖ[« s]ynˇpa-
[si kat@ t]În oåkoymwnhn p[oleit]e›an R̂vma›vn, mwnonto«
[ ?toÜ dika›oy tân politeym]ˇtvn, xvr[Ï«] tân [ . . ]deitik›vn. ç[f]e›lei g@r tÌ

10 [ ]nein pˇnta a[ . . . ]a ódh k[a]Ï tÕ n›k> ãnperiei-
[lh7 ]agma . [ . . ]lØsei [tÎn] megaleifithta [to]Ü ^Rvma[›-]
[ ] . perÏ toŒ« . [ . . . ]y« gegenásùa[i] “per d[ ]
[ ] . aleif[ . . . . . . . . . . ]vn tâ[n Y]kˇsth«
[ ]htv[ . . . . . . . . . . . ] . . [ . ]os[ ]

15 [ ]ùh[ ]
16 [ ]olv[ ]

[ ]8

17 [ ]to
[ ]a
[ ]nellh

20 [ ]mv
[ ]ypo
[ ]ky
[ ]ieih
[ ]oiesan

25 [ ]egdia
[ ]
[ ] . o«
– – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – –

rus (P.Giss. 40), in: C. Ando (ed.), Citizenship and Empire in Europe 200–1900: The Antonine
Constitution after 1800 Years, 2015, 29–43 at 32f. I do not want to spell out the mistranslations,
especially in the second column, but note the discrepancies between Bryen’s translation of
P.Giss. 40 col. 2, ll. 3–6 and the Latin original preserved in CJ 10.61(59).1, quoted below. The
Greek is admittedly hard to translate, and not just because it is itself a translation from the Latin:
the original will also have been confusing at times, betraying, as W. Williams, Caracalla and
the Authorship of Imperial Edicts and Epistles, Latomus 38, 1979, 67–89 at 69–76 and 81–86,
argued, Caracalla’s own thoughts. – In my English translation I start a new paragraph where the
papyrus leaves a blank space, as indicated in my Greek text.

7 Kuhlmann (above, n. 5) prints ãnperiei[lhf, but other forms of ãmperilambˇnv are also
possible.

8 As Heichelheim (above, n. 3) pointed out, there is a line lost between lines 16 and 17 of
the first column (disputed by Oliver [above, n. 4] 500). I have retained the numbering of the
editio princeps.
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Col. 2
ka[ta]nwmein hm[ . . . . . . . ] $pokatastaùeÖsin [ . . . . . . . . . ]ne[ ]
¬ppon dhmfisio[n proes]xhkfisin $p[od›d]vm[i k]aÏ o\si[ân ãp›kr]isi« [ . ]e . sei[ . . . . ]  \p[ar]a/s[hme]›-
vsi« $pofˇ[s]ev« e[å« tÌ dia]katwxein Ó la[mb]ˇnein t@« pol[iti]k@« [t]imˇ«. kaÏ to÷[toi]« !toÖ«"
met@ taÜta tá« tˇ[je]v« Yaytân !Ó" sy[nh]gor›a« prÌ« xrfi[n]on kvlyùeÖsi met@ t[Ì]

5 p[l]hrvùánai tÌ toÜ xr[fi]noy diˇst[h]ma o\k çneidisù‹setai Ł tá« $tim[›]a« parash-
me›[v]si«. kaÏ eå fanerfin ãstin, pâ« pl‹rh tÎn xˇritˇ moy parenwùhka, ƒmv«
¬na m‹ ti« stenfiteron parermhne÷s> tÎn xˇritˇ moy ãk tân ®h[mˇ]tvn to[Ü]
protwroy diatˇgmato«, ãn ˚ oœtv« $pekrin[ˇ]mhn· «Épostrefwtvsan pˇnte«
eå« t@« patr›da« t@« åd›a«», ãleyùwran me to÷toi« p»sin tÎn ãpˇn[o]d[o]n dedvkwnai

10 eå« ´pasan tÎn gá[n] kaÏ eå« tÎn R̂Ømhn tÎn ãmÎn dhlvta›on [ã]dok›masa, ¬na m[Î]
p[ar’ a]\toÖ« Ó deil›a« aåt›a Ó par@ toÖ« kako‹ùesin ãphre›a« $formÎ ÉpoleifùÕ.

proetwùh prÌ e Eådân #Ioyl›vn dysÏ ~sproi« Épˇtoi«, ƒ ãstin k (ötoy«) #EpeÏf i«,9
ãn [d]Í [lejan[dre›< É]pÌ toÜ ãpitrfipoy tân o\siakân ka (ötoy«) MexeÏr i« genomwnoy
[Ép]omn‹mato« ãpÏ toÜ lamprotˇto[y] Łgemfino« Baib›[o]y #Io[y]gk›no[y] tÕ d

15 [toÜ] a\toÜ mhnÌ« Mexe›r.

¡l(lo)·10 Aå[g÷pti]oi pˇnte«, o¬ eåsin ãn [lejandre›<, kaÏ mˇlista ¡groikoi, o¬tine« pwfey[gan]
¡l[loùen k]aÏ e\marâ« e[É]r›s[k]esùai d÷nantai, pˇnt> pˇntv« ãgbl‹simo› eåsin. o[\x]Ï
m[wn]toi ge xoirwmporoi kaÏ naÜtai potˇ[m]ioi ãkeÖno› te, o¬tine« kˇlamon prÌ« tÌ
Époka›ein t@ bala[neÖ]a katafwroysi. toŒ« dÍ ¡lloy« ögballe, o¬tine« tˆ pl‹ùe[i] tˆ

20 åd›8 ka[Ï o\]xÏ xr‹sei tarˇssoysi tÎn pfilin. Sarape›oi« kaÏ Ytwrai« tisÏn Yor-
tas›[moi« Ł]mwrai« eåvùwnai katˇgein ùys›a« e¬neken ta÷roy« kaÏ ¡lla tin@
önc[y]xa Ó kaÏ ¡llai« Ł[m]wrai« Aågypt›oy« manùˇnv· di@ toÜto o¾k eåsi kvlytwoi.
ã[keÖnoi] kvl[÷]esùai çfe[›]loysin, o¬tine« fe÷goysi t@« xØra« t@« åd›a« ¬na mÎ
ör[gon] ¡groikon poiâsi, o\xÏ mwntoi tÎn pfilin tÎn [lejandrwvn tÎn lampro-

25 tˇthn {hn} ådeÖn ùwlon[t]e« eå« a\tÎn synwrxontai Ó poleitikvtwra« zvá« õne-
ken [Ó pr]agmate›a« pro[s]ka›roy ãnùˇde k[a]twrxontai. meù’ õ[t]era. ãpigeinØske-
sùai g@r eå« toŒ« lino÷f[o]y« oÅ $lhùinoÏ Aåg÷ptioi d÷nantai e\marâ« fvnÕ Ä11

¡llvn [dhl]oÖ12 öxein òcei« te kaÏ sxáma. öti te kaÏ zv[Õ] deikn÷ei ãnant›a óùh
$pÌ $nastrofá« [po]leitiká« eÚnai $gro›koy« Aågypt›oy«.

9 The scribe made a mistake here, probably distracted by the date in the next line (Mecheir 16).
July 11, 212 (the date according to the Roman calendar, confirmed by CJ 10.60[59].1) equals
Epeiph 17 in the Egyptian calendar.

10 Kuhlmann (above, n. 5) prints this word on a separate line, but it is written in the margin
of line 16. – I rather think I see ¡[l]l[o], with the second lambda going deeper than the first,
which is not visible. It would fit the space in front of line 16 without the need for abbreviation.

11 I print the text of the editio princeps here instead of Kuhlmann’s ó. See K. Buraselis,
Zu Caracallas Strafmaßnahmen in Alexandrien (215/6). Die Frage der Leinenweber in P.Giss.
40 II und der syssitia in Cass.Dio 77(78).23.3, ZPE 108, 1995, 166–188 at 167, n. 5. For the issues
involved with this disputed reading and that in the next line, see n. 47 below.

12 I print the text of the editio princeps here instead of Kuhlmann’s [a\t]o›. Again, see
Buraselis (above, n. 11) 167, n. 5. I retain zv[Õ] to balance fvnÕ. Buraselis prefers zv[‹].
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Col. 1
«… Imperator Caesar Marcus Aurelius Severus Antoninus Pius declares:

… rather … the causes and the reasons … that I might thank the immortal gods …
for having saved me from such a …

Therefore I think that in this way (5) I can … do something befitting their great-
ness … as often as they are added to my people … I might bring them to the … of
the … gods.

I give to everyone … throughout the (Roman) world Roman citizenship, without
prejudice to (other) citizenships(?), with the exception of the …

For it is fitting (10) … all the … and already included in the victory … will … the
greatness of the Roman … to have occurred concerning the … by which … the … of
each … (15) … (20) … (25) …

Col. 2
… to distribute … to those who have been restored … I return the equus publicus to
those who had it previously, and a verification of their property … their sentence …
so that they can retain or acquire civic honors.

And against those who in future are barred for a while from their rank or from
appearing in court (on behalf of others), after the (5) term of their sentence is com-
pleted, their dishonor will not be held.

And even if it is clear how fully I stated my amnesty, nevertheless in order that no
one misinterpret my amnesty by an overly-narrow reading of the wording of my earlier
edict, in which I decreed as follows: «Let all return to their own homelands», I deemed
it necessary to make clear (read: dhlvtwon) that I have given all of them permission to
return freely (10) to every land including my own Rome, so that there is no reason left
for them to be afraid and no pretext left for those who are mean-spirited to be abusive.

Posted on the 5th day before of the Ides of July in the consulship of the two Aspri
(= July 11, 212), which is year 20, Epeiph 16 (read: 17) and in Alexandria by the procu-
rator usiacus in year 21, Mecheir 16 (= February 10, 213), a record (previously) having
been made in the official minutes of the most glorious prefect Baebius Iuncinus on the
4th (15) of the same month of Mecheir (= January 29, 213).

Another (decree): All Egyptians who are in Alexandria and especially the peasants
who have fled from elsewhere and can easily be recognized, are to be expelled by all
and every means.

Not, however, pig-dealers or river-boatmen or those who bring reeds for heating
the baths. But expel the others, who because of their very number (20) and uselessness
are disturbing the city.

I am informed that the Egyptians are in the habit of bringing bulls and other ani-
mals for sacrifice on the Serapeia and other festival days or even on other days. They
are on that account not to be hindered. Those who flee their homelands to avoid doing
agricultural work are certainly to be hindered, but not if they come here for the sake of
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seeing (25) the most glorious city of the Alexandrians or if they come here for a more
civic life or for temporary business. Further on:

The real Egyptians can be recognized among the linen-weavers easily by their
speech, which shows that they have taken on the outward appearance and dress of
others. Moreover, in the way they live their habits are totally different from civic
behavior, which also shows that they are Egyptian peasants.»

The number of texts on the papyrus: the CA and one more

The first thing to notice is the layout of the papyrus. What is preserved is in two col-
umns. Both the top and the bottom of the papyrus are preserved, but only the right
side, leaving the left side, with the beginning of the lines of the first column in a
lacuna. The length of that lacuna has been estimated on the assumption that both col-
umns would have been equally wide, but this does not have to be the case at all.13 It is
more prudent to leave the length of the lacuna to the left, and especially the recon-
struction of line 1, with the imperial titulature, and line 9, with the bulk of the (in)fa-
mous ‹reservation clause› (lines 8f.), up in the air. As will be shown later on, the Greek
in line 9 is in any case better served with a longer supplement than the ones proposed
so far. Modrzejewski has recently suggested14 that line 1 started with $nt›gra(fon)
diatˇ(gmato«)15 vel sim. before the imperial titulature. Such a phrase would presum-
ably not have been abbreviated, and it was probably not written above line 1, because
that would make the upper margin above the first column much smaller than the one
above the second column. The first line of the second column is slightly lower than the
first visible line of the first column, which makes it all the more likely that the first vis-
ible line in the first column was indeed the first line. On the basis of these not entirely
certain considerations, I tentatively restore P.Giss. 40 col. 1, l. 1 as follows:

1 [$nt›grafon diatˇgmato«· A\tokrˇtvr KaÖsar M»]rko« A\r‹li[o« Seoyáro«] [ntvnÖno[«]
E[\sebÎ]« lwgei

The line was perhaps written in ecthesi (as is the case with ¡llo in line 16 of the sec-
ond column, at the start of the second text in that column). Even so, the ecthesis would
be just a few letters wide at most, and the supplement in my tentative restoration here
would give us a lacuna of about 40 letters to the left, which will be important when we
get to the supplements in P.Giss. 40 col. 1, ll. 8f. Note that Caracalla’s official titulature
is abbreviated in this copy.16

13 So J. Mélèze Modrzejewski, Un empire universel, in his Droit et justice dans le monde
grec et hellénistique, 2011, 475–496 at 481.

14 Modrzejewski (above, n. 13) 482.
15 P.Giss. 40 col. 2, l. 8 refers to Caracalla’s earlier amnesty decree as a diˇtagma. The word

diˇt]agma most likely also occurs in P.Giss. 40 col. 1, l. 11.
16 Wolff (above, n. 1) 124.
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Only Heichelheim17 and Oliver18 offer a text that shows that the first text in the
second column actually started in the first column. They rather adventurously iden-
tify the traces at the end of line 27 of that column, which they read ]to«, as part of the
first line of a new text with the imperial titulature of Caracalla, ending in Sebas]tfi«.
But Oliver himself19 and Kuhlmann20 read the titulature of Caracalla in line 1 of
the first column without this epithet: instead of the S[ebastfi]« of the editio princeps,
they read E[\seb‹]«, which is, in my view, the only possible reading of the traces in
line 1 of the first column.21 That alone would seem to rule out Sebas]tfi« in line 27
of the first column, and what precedes -o« there does not have to be a tau at all. In
fact, the supplement proposed for this line by Heichelheim and Oliver is also too
short for the lacuna, if this was as long as my tentative restoration of line 1 of the first
column implies.

There is a line lost between lines 16 and 17 (not noticed in the editions except Hei-
chelheim’s), but if it was a blank space separating two edicts (on the model of what
happens in the second column), there would not be a publication note at the end of
the first text in the first column as there is at the end of the first text in the second col-
umn. Heichelheim’s A\]to- at the end of line 17 also cannot be part of an imperial
titulature required at the beginning of a new text following a space (assuming the lost
line between lines 16 and 17 was blank). Heichelheim printed the end of his first
text, its publication note, and the beginning of the titulature of his second text con-
tinuously, which does not conform to what we find in the second column or in Hei-
chelheim’s own reconstruction of line 27 of the first column.22

There is a line lost also between lines 25 and 27 of the first column, but even if we
assume that it was a blank space separating two edicts (again on the model of what
happens in the second column), there would not be a recognizable publication note at
the end of the edict that would have ended in line 25 of the first column (even Hei-
chelheim23 did not restore one there). There are three lines lost after line 27 (not
four, as the editio princeps has it), but they too could not have contained both the
publication note of the first text in the first column and, after a blank space separating

17 Heichelheim (above, n. 3) 11.
18 Oliver (above, n. 4) 505.
19 Oliver (above, n. 4) 497.
20 Kuhlmann (above, n. 5) 222.
21 Equally possible is E[\tyx‹]«, but this does not appear to occur without E\seb‹«, whereas

E\seb‹« does occur without E\tyx‹«. See P. Bureth, Les titulatures impériales dans les papy-
rus, les ostraca et les inscriptions d’Égypte (30 a.C. – 284 p.C.), 1964, 95–105. For the epigraphi-
cal evidence, see A. Mastino, Le titolature di Caracalla e Geta attraverso le iscrizioni (indici),
1981. Another edict of Caracalla, P.Horak 25, starts inconclusively with A\tokrˇtvr [KaÖsar
M»rko« A\r‹lio«] Seoyáro« [ntv[neÖno« SebastÌ« lwgei]. Sebastfi« is restored on the basis
of the earlier, now defunct reading of P.Giss. 40 col. 1, l. 1.

22 Heichelheim (above, n. 3) 11. See, e.g., Oliver (above, n. 4) 500 for a rejection of Hei-
chelheim’s reconstruction at this point.

23 Heichelheim (above, n. 3) 11.
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two edicts (again on the model of what happens in the second column), the beginning
of the text that continues in the second column.

Looking over what is visible at the end of lines 17–27 of the first column, which I
assume to be the continuation of lines 1–16 and the lost line following line 16, I see
ellh- in line 19 (perhaps something having to do with 6Ellhne«, as the note on the
diplomatic transcript of the line in the editio princeps suggested), ]oiesan in line 24
(perhaps pr]oiwsan|[to, following Wilcken’s suggestion pr]o›esan in the note on
the diplomatic transcript of the line in the editio princeps), and ]egdia in line 25
(perhaps something having to do with ögdeia, read: ökdeia, ‹deficit› vel sim., rather
than ãg dia-, as Oliver24 has it). The first of these is at least compatible with the sub-
ject of the CA.

Since there is no discernible break in the text of the first column, it must have con-
tinued in the second column. The first text there is the continuation of the text that
started in the first line of the first column and is therefore not a separate edict, as
everybody has assumed since 1910, but the last third of the first edict, the CA, of which
the first column contained the first two thirds.

This simple observation allows us to draw three important conclusions. Since the
first text in the second column of P.Giss. 40 is exactly dated to July 11, 212, and that
first text is none other than the last third of the CA, the exact date of publication of the
CA is July 11, 212. Those who preferred 213 or even 214 now appear to have been mis-
taken,25 unless they continue to regard the edict in P.Giss. 40 as something other than
the CA.26 But the language in lines 7–9 (d›dvmi toÖ[« s]ynˇpa[si - - - t]În oåkoymwnhn
p[olei]te›an R̂vma›vn - - - xvr[Ï«] tân [ . . ]deitik›vn) already appears to make this
implausible. It implies an extension of Roman citizenship to all but (if we accept the
traditional supplement [de]deitik›vn) the lowest category of free people in the Roman
social hierarchy, the dediticii, and this fits the CA rather well.27

24 Oliver (above, n. 4) 498.
25 See W. Seston, Marius Maximus et la date de la «Constitutio Antoniniana», in: Mélanges

d’archéologie, d’épigraphie et d’histoire offerts à Jérôme Carcopino, 1966, 877–888 (see also
Z. Rubin, Further to the Dating of the «Constitutio Antoniniana», Latomus 34, 1975, 430–436),
for the former; F. Millar, The Date of the Constitutio Antoniniana, JEA 49, 1962, 124–131, for
the latter.

26 E.g., E. Bickerman, Das Edikt des Kaisers Caracalla in P.Giss. 40, 1926, who regarded the
edict in the first column of P.Giss. 40 as supplementary to the CA and dated it to 213, but that
would put the date of the text in the first column after the first text in the second column (assum-
ing that was another edict), which would be unusual for collections of texts, which tend to
arrange the texts in chronological order. Because we now know that the text in the first column
also dates from July 11, 212, it is much harder to argue that an earlier grant of Roman citizenship
had preceded.

27 Wolff (above, n. 1) 177–188 argued that the edict in the first column of P.Giss. 40 had
nothing to do with the CA, but this founders on the language in lines 7f. (d›dvmi … p[olei]te›an
R̂vma›vn), which Wolff tried in vain to change to d›dvmi … tÎ[n mega]le›an against the traces

on the papyrus (and against the use of megaleifith« instead of megale›a just a few lines up and
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Moreover, now that we know how the CA ended, we can see that, in addition to
granting citizenship rights to those who did not yet have them, it also addressed the
issue of restoring citizenship rights to those who no longer had them (up to line 6 of
the second column of P.Giss. 40)28 – they may have lost them in the troubles following
the murder of Geta in December 211.29 The last issue the CA addressed (in lines 6–11)
is the amnesty decree issued by Caracalla earlier (quoted in lines 8f.), allowing exiles
to return to their home towns, including Rome, where the troubles following the
murder of Geta had the biggest impact.30 The CA was issued, not immediately after

down in lines 5 and 11, not to mention the absence of securely attested occurences of megale›a as
a noun). – P. Pinna Parpaglia, Sacra peregrina, civitas Romanorum, dediticii nel papiro
Giessen n. 40, 1995, 113–126 argued that the edict in the first column of P.Giss. 40 was limited to
peregrine priests, but this founders on the end of the edict in the second column, which is not
concerned with priests at all.

28 That would seem a better link between the first column and the first part of the second col-
umn than the one postulated by J.-P. Coriat, Le prince législateur. La technique législative des
Sévères et les méthodes de création du droit impérial à la fin du principat, 1997, 505: «Les deux
édits [the CA and the renewal of the amnesty decree, which we now know was part of the CA]
forment un ensemble cohérent, leur complémentarité tenant dans les conséquences financières
de leur générosité.» The financial consequences of the CA proper are at best implicit, in the ‹res-
ervation clause›, as we shall see later on, while the financial consequences of the amnesty decree
are not spelled out at all.

29 Dio 77(78).2.1 says Caracalla wanted to murder his brother on the Saturnalia
(December 17, 211) but had to postpone it. The earliest decree issued in Caracalla’s sole name
dates from January 7, 212. See P. Weiss, Ausgewählte neue Militärdiplome. Seltene Provinzen
(Africa, Mauretania Caesariensis), späte Urkunden für Prätorianer (Caracalla, Philippus), Chi-
ron 32, 2002, 491–543 at 510f. (now AE 2002, 1754). The murder therefore took place between
these dates. From the length of Geta’s reign as given by the ‹Chronographer of 354›
(T. Mommsen, Chronica minora saec. IV, V, VI, VII, Tomus 1, 1892, 147), various scholars have
attempted to date the murder more precisely, but this involves correcting the transmitted
numbers. See, most recently, H. Halfmann, Zwei syrische Verwandte des severischen Kaiser-
hauses, Chiron 12, 1982, 217–235 at 230, n. 49 (correcting the numbers so as to yield
December 19, 211), and T. D. Barnes, The Date of the Constitutio Antoniniana Once More, in:
B. Pferdehirt and M. Scholz (eds.), Bürgerrecht und Krise. Die Constitutio Antoniniana
und ihre innenpolitischen Folgen, 2012, 51f. (correcting the numbers so as to yield December 26,
211), who restates a case he made earlier in his Pre-Decian Acta Martyrum, JThS 19, 1968,
509–531 at 522–525, and his Tertullian: A Historical and Literary Study, 1971, 263–265, but
without reference to Halfmann or Weiss. Both December 19 and 26 are listed as possibilities
by D. Kienast, Römische Kaisertabelle, 21996, 166. – The traditional date for Geta’s murder,
February 212, rests on Geta’s age as given in Dio 77(78).2.5 (Barnes points out that Dio’s epit-
omator would have left out the number of days Geta lived beyond the years and months) and
Geta’s date of birth as given in SHA Geta 3.1 (Barnes points out that Geta was more likely born
on March 7, 189, as implied by the Passio Perpetuae 7, 4).

30 I do not understand why Coriat (above, n. 28) 608 (also p. 587, where «décisions» is an
error for «décurions»), refers to the amnesty decree as being about «décurions». CJ 10.61(59).2
mentions a decurio, but that is another text. The same misunderstanding in G. Purpura, Il
P.Giss. 40, I, Iuris Antiqui Historia 5, 2013, 73–85 at 76 («cariche municipali»). Perhaps they
were thinking of the contemporary P.Oxy. XII 1406, also issued by Caracalla. – K. Strobel,
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the murder of Geta, when the first amnesty decree was issued according to Dio
77(78).3.3,31 but about half a year later, when emotions were running less high, the
Romans in Rome were ready to accept Caracalla’s sole rule, and Caracalla could issue a
policy that was not ad hoc, as the amnesty decree had been.32

Now that we have a much fuller text of the CA, we note that we have a partial quo-
tation of it in Latin as well as another, contemporary but even more fragmentary copy
of the Greek translation. In CJ 10.61(59).1 a pars edicti (a most unusual phrase)33 pub-
lished on July 11, 212, is quoted (paraphrased in D. 50.2.3.1 from Ulpian), and we have
a literal Greek translation of it in P.Giss. 40 col. 2, ll. 3–6, which we now know is the
last third of the CA. The translation follows the order of the Latin very closely. This
can best be made visible by printing the texts side by side, as follows:

CJ 10.61(59).1 P.Giss. 40 col. 2, ll. 3–6
quibus posthac kaÏ to÷[toi]« !toÖ«"34 met@ taÜta
ordine vel advocationibus tá« tˇ[je]v« Yaytân !Ó" sy[nh]gor›a«
ad tempus interdicetur, prÌ« xrfi[n]on kvlyùeÖsi
post impletum temporis spatium met@ t[Ì] p[l]hrvùánai tÌ toÜ xr[fi]noy diˇst[h]ma
non prorogabitur o\k çneidisù‹setai
infamia Ł tá« $tim[›]a« parashme›[v]si«

That same part of the CA is preserved in P.Oxy. XXXVI 2755, which overlaps with
lines 2 to 11 of the second column of P.Giss. 40. P.Oxy. XXXVI 2755 is therefore
another, contemporary copy of the Greek translation of the CA, even more fragmen-
tary than P.Giss. 40.35 Since the grant of citizenship in the CA surely only applied at the
time it was issued, it is not at all surprising that we do not have later copies of it.36

Herrscherwechsel, politische Verfolgung, Bürgerkriege in der Kaiserzeit: zwischen Rekonzilia-
tion, Amnestie und Säuberung, in: K. Harter-Uibopuu – F. Mitthof (eds.), Vergeben und
Vergessen: Amnestie in der Antike, 2013, 285–298 at 297, thinks that the amnesty applied
especially to exiles from the previous reign of Septimius Severus.

31 Dio is quoting or imitating Caracalla when he writes: ¬na p»sa Ł oåkoymwnh xarÕ, pˇnte«
oÅ fygˇde« oÅ kaÏ ãf# Çt8oÜn ãgkl‹mati kaÏ ÇpvsoÜn katadedikasmwnoi katelùwtvsan. For
the repeated «whatsoever» see also Ulpian at D. 50.2.3.1: cuicumque et quacumque causa. For this
feature of Caracalla’s personal style see Williams (above, n. 6) 73–76.

32 For a general discussion of the date and scope of the CA see R. González Fernández –
S. Fernández Ardanaz, Algunas cuestiones entorno a la promulgación de la Constitutio
Antoniniana, Gerión 28, 2010, 157–191.

33 Coriat (above, n. 28) 44 calls the addition of pars edicti a «fait assez rare dans le CJ».
34 The missing toÖ« is in P.Oxy. XXXVI 2755, l. 3.
35 P.Oxy. XXXVI 2755 interestingly contains interlinear corrections in a second hand, in one

case (line 7) stylistically improving on the original Greek text, which is found in P.Giss. 40 col. 2,
l. 7, by changing the original stenfiteron to ponhrfiteron. It is possible but perhaps unlikely that
such a change would have been made by a corrector with access to the Latin original. – It is just
possible that P.Ross.Georg. V 18, an only partially preserved bilingual record of proceedings
before the prefect Baebius Iuncinus from year 21 (212/3), mentions the amnesty decree. The pre-
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The publication note in P.Giss. 40 col. 2, ll. 12–15

We can now move on to the publication note of the CA preserved in the second col-
umn of P.Giss. 40 (lines 12–15). It is indented, indicating that it is metatextual,37 pro-
viding information about the preceding text that is written the full width of the col-
umn. Line 12 matches the publication note in CJ 10.61(59).1 (pars edicti imperatoris
Antonini Augusti propositi Romae V Idibus Iuliis duobus Aspris consulibus), except that
it leaves out Romae. Even so, no one has ever doubted that the CA was issued in Rome.
The publication note continues in line 13 with information about the publication of
the CA in Alexandria on February 10, 213, more than half a year later than in Rome.38

Such a double publication note is most unusual. It is also odd that the text was pub-
lished in Alexandria by an unnamed procurator usiacus rather than the prefect, but I
suppose, with Haensch,39 that the prefect was away for the conventus,40 when the CA
arrived from Rome and he incorporated it in his commentarii for January 29, 212, the
date mentioned in lines 13–15.41 The prefect must have sent a copy to the highest-

fect opens in line 2 with ödvken p»sin, and I suspect the emperor, the subject in lines 5 and 13, is
the subject here also. The supplement in line 14, ãjed›[khsen, might as well be ãjedi[Øxùh, «so-
and-so was banished». In line 11 the immediate predecessor of Baebius Iuncinus is mentioned,
Subatianus Aquila, and the banishment, if that is what line 14 refers to, may have occurred dur-
ing his prefecture (206–211), before the amnesty decree and therefore subject to its provisions.

36 It bears pointing out that the CA was not self-perpetuating as far as the grant of citizenship
was involved: only those peregrini in the Roman world at the time it was issued were granted citi-
zenship. The only part of the CA that addressed the future (as we now know, P.Giss. 40 col. 2,
ll. 3–6: note met@ taÜta) is the only part quoted in a later legal source (CJ 10.61[59].1: note post-
hac). Contrast R. W. Mathisen, Peregrini, barbari, and cives Romani: Concepts of Citizenship
and the Legal Identity of Barbarians in the Later Roman Empire, AHR 111, 2006, 1011–1040 at
1036, and the hesitation of G. Purpura, Revisione ed integrazione dei Fontes Iuris Romani
Anteiustiniani (FIRA), vol. 2, 2012, 706, repeated in Purpura (above, n. 30) 85.

37 There is another metatextual element in P.Giss. 40 col. 2, l. 26, where meù# õ[t]era is
included in the text itself. It is the equivalent of our … (indicating that the excerpt skips some
text here).

38 This delay may also have occurred in other parts of the Roman empire. P. Herrmann,
Überlegungen zur Datierung der Constitutio Antoniniana, Chiron 2, 1972, 519–530, argued
from a funerary inscription from Lydia (now TAM V 1, 122), in which each family member is an
Aurelius or Aurelia, that the CA was known in Lydia by the date of the inscription, March 3, 213.
On the basis of this, Barnes (above, n. 29, 2012) 52 puts the date of publication of the CA in
Rome five to seven months earlier, in August–October 212. He is only a month off, because the
real date is July 11, 212.

39 R. Haensch, Capita Provinciarum. Statthaltersitze und Provinzialverwaltung in der
römischen Kaiserzeit, 1997, 212.

40 See R. Haensch, Zur Konventsordnung in Aegyptus und den übrigen Provinzen des
römischen Reiches, in: B. Kramer et al. (eds.), Akten des 21. Internationalen Papyrologenkon-
gresses, Berlin 13.–19. 8. 1995, vol. 1, 1997, 320–391.

41 Haensch (above, n. 39) 212, n. 28, thought that the ordinary meaning of ãp› + the prefect,
«(business conducted) in the presence of the prefect», creates a problem in line 14, because if the
text had been included in the prefect’s commentarii «in the presence of the prefect», why did the
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ranking Roman official in Alexandria who was not accompanying him on his conven-
tus round, so that it could be published in the provincial capital without any further
delay. At what point the Latin original was translated into Greek is unknown.

The second text in the second column that follows the publication note of the CA
after a blank space is an excerpt, not a complete text with the titulature of the issuing
authority (as in line 1 of the first column) and an elaborate publication note (as in
lines 12–15 of the second column). It is not an edict but an instruction given by Cara-
calla while in Alexandria himself (see ãnùˇde in line 26). The excerpt can be from a
letter to the prefect of Egypt,42 who is addressed by the imperative singular in line 19.

The fact that Caracalla is in Alexandria himself shows that the second text in the
second column has to do with the troubles in Alexandria in 215/6, when Caracalla’s
visit to that city turned into a massacre.43 That incident is known mainly from
Dio Cassius, who tells us at 77(78).23.2 that on that occasion Caracalla ordered
‹foreigners› (non-Alexandrians with the exception of merchants) out of Alexandria,
allowing only the ‹natives› (Alexandrians) to stay.

Williams has detected Caracalla’s personal style also in the second text in the sec-
ond column.44 Caracalla seems to correct himself all the time.45 There is no need to

prefect not immediately publish the text himself on January 29, 213? He might have done so but
not in Alexandria, and because the text had to be published in Alexandria in any case, he had
recourse to the procurator usiacus there before returning to Alexandria himself.

42 The idea that it was a mandatum goes back to L. Wenger, Die Quellen des römischen
Rechts, 1953, 462, but it is incompatible with the little we know about such mandata. See. e.g.,
Coriat (above, n. 28) 74–77 for this, but note that Coriat nonetheless (p. 76, n. 36) regards the
second text in the second column of P.Giss. 40 as a mandatum of Caracalla, written to the prefect
of Egypt. It is the only mandatum in his classification of the legal sources for the Severan dynasty.
V. Marotta, Tre riflessioni sulla cittadinanza: da Roma antica al mondo attuale, Iuris Antiqui
Historia 5, 2013, 53–72 at 65, calls it a iussus. Purpura (above, n. 36) 726 calls it a mandatum
but thinks it was probably issued in the form of a letter.

43 See A. Łukaszewicz, Quelques remarques sur l’expulsion des Aigyptioi d’Alexandrie, in:
G. Nenci – G. Thür (eds.), Symposion 1988. Vorträge zur griechischen und hellenistischen
Rechtsgeschichte, Siena, Pisa, 6.–8. Juni 1988, 1990, 341–347, as well as Buraselis (above, n. 11)
with A. Favuzzi, Ancora su Caracalla e i syssitia degli Alessandrini, ZPE 121, 1998, 251–256
(with the response by K. Buraselis, Eine Notiz zu Augustus, Caracalla und den syssitia in Cas-
sius Dio 54.2.3 und 77[78].22.3, ZPE 124, 1998, 300), A. Bérenger-Bladel, Caracalla et le
massacre des Alexandrins: entre histoire et légende noire, in: D. El Kenz (ed.), Le massacre,
objet d’histoire, 2005, 121–139, S. Pfeiffer, Der römische Kaiser und das Land am Nil, 2012,
202–205, and C. Rodriguez, Caracalla et les Alexandrins: coup de folie ou sanction légale?,
JJP 42, 2012, 229–272 at 232–234, who thinks that the reference to the Serapeia (April 25) in
P.Giss. 40 col. 2, l. 20 puts the ‹expulsion decree› in spring 216 rather than winter 215/6.

44 Williams (above, n. 6) 81–86.
45 Note how Caracalla corrects himself twice with o\xÏ mwntoi (lines 17f. and 24). Note also

that there is a small space on the papyrus in line 20, between two sentences. The sentence that
follows the space («I am informed that etc.») is another correction of Caracalla’s main point (that
all Egyptians are to be expelled) and may have been triggered by a remark made by a member of
his staff.
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suspect interpolation (e.g., the portion following the metatextual meù# õ[t]era), as
Harker has recently argued.46 The passages before and after meù# õ[t]era are equally
revealing about Caracalla’s disdain for Egyptians.47

Caracalla was perhaps «un homme d’ouverture et de progrès»,48 if we interpret the
CA, extending Roman citizenship to (almost) all free inhabitants of the Roman
empire in 212 who did not yet have it, as an act of generosity. Caracalla liked to iden-
tify himself with Alexander the Great,49 and Alexander’s idea of the ‹unity of man-
kind›50 may have been an inspiration for the CA or may at least have figured among
the reasons given by him in lines 2–7 of the first column.51 But Caracalla was not
always open-minded, as evidenced by the second text in the second column, issued a
few years later in Alexandria in 215/6, with its stereotype of the Egyptian peasant.52

46 A. Harker, Loyalty and Dissidence in Roman Egypt: The Case of the Acta Alexandrino-
rum, 2008, 57f.: «The content of the further extract [following meù# õ[t]era] is so unlike the nor-
mal tone of an official edict that it can plausibly be regarded as an interpolation … The similarity
in the language at the beginning and end of the edict adds credence to the idea that it has been
improved [by the copyist].» But the second text in the second column is not an edict. At best one
can say that Caracalla shared the disdain for Egyptians with the authors and readers of the so-
called Acta Alexandrinorum.

47 There is a difficulty in P.Giss. 40 col. 2, ll. 27f. Caracalla claims that Egyptians stand out
among linen-weavers by their speech (fvnÕ; bad Greek or Egyptian?) and by their way of life
(zvÕ). The editio princeps (which I follow in my text above) read the intervening sentence as fol-
lows: Ä ¡llvn [dhl]oÖ öxein òcei« te kaÏ sxáma, «(speech) which shows that they have taken on the
outward appearance and dress of others». The implication is that these Egyptians look but do not
talk like native Alexandrians. Kuhlmann (above, n. 5) prints Ó ¡llvn [a\t]oÏ öxein òcei« te kaÏ
sxáma, «oder (daran), daß sie anderes Aussehen und andere Kleidung haben.» This is an unac-
ceptable construction of the Greek (such a translation would seem to require di@ tÌ ¡llvn a\toŒ«
öxein òcei« te kaÏ sxáma) and mistranslates ¡llvn («of others», scil. native Alexandrians).

48 P. Simelon, Caracalla: entre apothéose et damnation, Latomus 69, 2010, 792–810 at 810. –
Handy overviews of Caracalla’s life can be found in B. Pferdehirt, Die Dynastie der Severer, in:
Pferdehirt – Scholz (above, n. 29) 7–19 at 10–14, and in M. Kemkes, Caracalla – Kaiser,
Tyrann, Feldherr, in: Archäologisches Landesmuseum Baden-Württemberg (ed.),
Caracalla – Kaiser, Tyrann, Feldherr, 2013, 7–32. There is, oddly enough, no modern biography
of Caracalla.

49 See, e.g., K. Buraselis, Ue›a dvreˇ. Das göttlich-kaiserliche Geschenk. Studien zur Poli-
tik der Severer und zur Constitutio Antoniniana, 2007, 29–36, and A. Kühnen, Die imitatio
Alexandri in der römischen Politik (1. Jh. v. Chr. bis 3. Jh. n. Chr.), 2008, 176–186.

50 I hinted at this, when I mentioned the ‹unity of Romankind› in my review of the first,
Modern Greek edition of Buraselis (above, n. 49), in Mnemosyne 45, 1992, 285–288 at 287. –
On other possible, especially philosophical, sources of inspiration for the CA see Buraselis
(above, n. 49) 14–24 ([Neo-]Pythagoreanism) and C. Corbo, Constitutio Antoniniana. Ius,
philosophia, religio, 2013, 63–121 (Stoicism).

51 For a summary of the motives behind the CA see Buraselis (above, n. 49) 88–93.
52 Contrast Coriat (above, n. 28) 555: the sections of the second text in the second column

of P.Giss. 40 underligned by him on p. 556 bear out «la grandeur, l’universalité, la générosité» as
much as the sections of the CA, the so-called Tabula Banasitana, and the letter to Aurelius Iulia-
nus (Syll.3 883) underligned by him as well.
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Some remarks on the disputed text of P.Giss. 40 col. 1, ll. 7–9

A few remarks on the text of the grant of citizenship proper follow here. The preamble
of the CA (lines 2–7 of the first column),53 with its references to the gods and their
cult, is an example of the ‹theologische Lesart› of the role of the emperor as practiced
by Caracalla and argued for at length by Buraselis,54 but is not well enough pre-
served to yield a consecutive sense. I am here mainly concerned with lines 7–9, which
have caused a lot of trouble to scholars:55

7 d›dvmi toÖ[« s]ynˇpa-
8 [si ca. 35 (given my restoration of line 1) kat@ t]În oåkoymwnhn p[olei]te›an R̂vma›vn, mwnonto«
9 [ ca. 40 (given my restoration of line 1)]ˇtvn, xvr[Ï«] tân [ . . ]deitik›vn

We have some idea of what to supplement in line 8, but there are quite a few possibil-
ities to choose from. I suggest jwnoi«, perhaps followed by 6Ellhsi te kaÏ barbˇroi«,
then toÖ« katˇ. What to supplement in line 9 has become clearer thanks to the
so-called Tabula Banasitana,56 where citizenship is granted to a particular gens (line 37)
salvo iure gentis, which would be mwnonto« (kyr›oy) toÜ dika›oy57 toÜ öùnoy« in
Greek.58 This ‹reservation clause› has to be understood from the Roman perspective:

53 Note that the preamble is in two parts. In line 4 a slash (/) separates the two parts. In line 7,
the main text follows the preamble after a space.

54 Buraselis (above, n. 49), especially 91 for the expression ‹theologische Lesart›. Addi-
tional arguments have recently been provided by L. de Blois, The Constitutio Antoniniana
(AD 212): Taxes or Religion?, Mnemosyne 67, 2014, 1014–1021. On p. 1015 de Blois adduces
the (in)famous reason for the CA given by Dio 77(18).9.5: to increase the income from manu-
mission and inheritance taxes affecting Roman citizens only. Williams (above, n. 6) 72
(«malicious invention») and C. Ando, Imperial Ideology and Provincial Loyalty in the Roman
Empire, 2000, 395, n. 275 («extreme idiocy»), are much less sanguine about Dio’s credibility than
de Blois and especially A. Torrent, La Constitutio Antoniniana. Reflexiones sobre el papiro
Giessen 40 I, 2012, 59f. – On Dio and the CA see also A. M. Kemezis, Greek Narratives of the
Roman Empire under the Severans, 2014, 30–34.

55 I restore toÖ[« s]ynˇpa[si with the editio princeps and Kuhlmann (above, n. 5) 222,
because with d›dvmi the text gets down to business and there is no longer any need for niceties
such as to›[n]yn, which is in any case too short for the lacuna in line 7. With P. Kuhlmann,
Die Constitutio Antoniniana: Caracallas umfassende Bürgerrechtsverleihung auf dem Papyrus
Gissensis 40, in: Pferdehirt – Scholz (above, n. 29) 45–50 at 48, I see the tau of p[olei]te›an,
but I do not see his omicron.

56 See J. Gascou, Inscriptions antiques du Maroc, vol. 2, 1982, no. 94, which reads (lines
36–38) civitatem Romanam dedimus salvo iure gentis sine diminutione tributorum et vect[i]galium
populi et fisci. The phrase sine diminutione tributorum et vect[i]galium populi et fisci makes one of
the less palatable implications of salvo iure gentis explicit. The CA does not mention it.

57 kyr›oy is left out with mwnonto« toÜ dika›oy in BGU VIII 1827, l. 24.
58 Attempts to read a fiscal ‹reservation clause› here (e.g., mwnonto« [kyr›oy pantÌ« gwnoy«

tân telesm]ˇtvn) are mistaken, because the so-called Tabula Banasitana shows that salvo iure
gentis implies sine diminutione tributorum et vectigalium populi et fisci. We therefore only need an
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the Romans allow the gens in the Tabula Banasitana to retain the rights accorded to
them by the Romans themselves,59 and these rights include privileges as well as obli-
gations (i.e., paying taxes). If we ever doubted it, the Tabula Banasitana continues with
sine diminutione tributorum et vect[i]galium populi et fisci.

What we are looking for in the ‹reservation clause› in lines 8f. of the first column is
something with a wider application than a mere gens. We need multiple Greek terms
designating the various categories of communities recognized by Roman law, such as
civitates, gentes, etc. In the so-called Monumentum Ephesenum three such categories
are mentioned in Greek: pfilei« (or pfilei« ãle÷ùerai) or politeÖai, öùnh, and dámoi, in
that order.60 If we put the various categories of communities in the CA in the same
order as in the Monumentum Ephesenum, the ‹reservation clause› in lines 8f. of the
first column would start with mwnonto« [toÜ dika›oy tân pfilevn (or pfilevn
ãleyùwrvn or politeiân) kaÏ ãùnân kaÏ d‹mvn ka› followed by a fourth, even lower
category ending in ]ˇtvn. This does not have to be a Greek word,61 because for the
even lower category of free people, that of the dediticii, a Latin technical term is used
immediately following, assuming the traditional supplement [de]deitik›vn is cor-
rect.62 Unfortunately p]ˇgvn (pagi) cannot be read.

However this may be, xvr[Ï«] tân [de]deitik›vn in line 9 of the first column cannot
be part of the ‹reservation clause› in the CA, because dediticii are not communities
with rights recognized by the Romans.63 Also, if all rights except those of the dediticii

equivalent of salvo iure gentis here, covering gentes but also civitates (liberae) and possibly other
categories of communities.

59 Pace Kuhlmann (above, n. 55) 50, who translates the ‹reservation clause› as follows:
«Dabei bleiben Rechtsansprüche der Heimatgemeinden gegenüber den Neubürgern bestehen.»

60 See the new edition in M. Cottier et al. (eds.), The Customs Law of Asia, 2008, 26–85,
lines 27, 88f., 92, and 94. Line 69 has just the first two categories.

61 The traditional supplement politeym]ˇtvn poses difficulties, because it is not a Roman
category (see H. J. Mason, Greek Terms for Roman Institutions: A Lexicon and Analysis, 1974,
77). pol›teyma in the sense of «community» belongs more to the Hellenistic world, even if the
term continues to be used in Greek literature in the early Roman period. It is also unexpected at
the end of a series of categories of communities in descending order of importance. But maybe
the listing of categories of communities was not exhaustive, maybe the order was gentes, civitates,
and maybe pol›teyma was used instead of polite›a, because that was already used in another
sense («citizenship») in the previous line. In that case, we might try mwnonto« [kyr›oy toÜ
dika›oy pˇntvn tân ãùnân kaÏ politeym]ˇtvn, which would fit the length of the lacuna implied
by my tentative restoration of line 1 above.

62 Few will follow E. Weber, Eine Reminiszenz an die lex Plautia Papiria im P.Giss. I 40?,
Tyche 24, 2009, 153–162, who argues that this part of the CA was modeled on the (lost) lex Plau-
tia Papiria of 89 BC and that not all of it would have been strictly applicable in AD 212.

63 Pace A. Biscardi, Polis, politeia, politeuma, in: Atti del XVII congress internazionale di
papirologia, vol. 3, 1984, 1201–1215 at 1215 who translates a hypothetical mwnonto« [pantÌ«
gwnoy« politeym]ˇtvn xvrÏ« tân [de]deitik›vn as «rimanendo peraltro in vita nella loro auto-
nomia tutti i generi o tipi di raggruppamenti esistenti, tranne i vari raggrupamenti di dediticii».
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would be preserved, that would mean that the dediticii received Roman citizenship
without their previous rights, including the ‹right› of having to pay taxes to the
Romans, which does not make sense. The dediticii are the lowest category of free
people in Roman law, and it makes more sense to exclude them from the (otherwise)
universal grant of Roman citizenship than to award them Roman citizenship with no
strings attached. Such dediticii are presumably barbarians (or rebels) who recently
surrendered to the Romans and were not yet brought into the Roman fold as a gens
with a ius (or restored to Rome’s good graces). No doubt, by this time, dediticii were
mostly produced by skirmishes on the Northern fringes of the empire, caused by
Roman expansion or resistance on the part of various barbarian tribes there.64 The
Greek xvr[Ï«] tân [de]deitik›vn translates praeter dediticios, and the phrase goes with
d›dvmi … polite›an R̂vma›vn, as most scholars have assumed.

Note that the Latin -diticius is left untranslated in the Greek. This alone suffices to
show that it is a technical term, which rules out Oliver’s supplement [$d]deitik›vn,65

because additicius is attested only twice for certain in all of Latin literature (TLL 1,
579) and never as a technical term. On the other hand, dediticius is a technical term for
which there was no equivalent in Greek (as there would have been for additicius).66

The praeter dediticios exception67 would have kept recently defeated barbarians away

Why not also keep the ‹raggruppamenti› of the dediticii (assuming for the sake of the argument
that they had any)?

64 See Modrzejewski (above, n. 13) 487f. and C. Moatti, The Notion of res publica in the
Age of Caracalla, in: Ando (above, n. 6) 63–98 at 89–93. A. Mastrocinque, Le città libere
dell’impero e i dediticii, MediterrAnt 11, 2008, 199–208 at 202, uses a wider definition of dediti-
cii, but the texts adduced by him often merely compare other categories of individuals to dediti-
cii, without equating them.

65 Oliver (above, n. 4) 504 («extras»), followed by V. Marotta, La cittadinanza romana in
età imperiale (secoli I–III d.C.), 2009, 116f., Purpura (above, n. 36) 703f. («privilegi normal-
mente conseguenti all’acquisizione della cittadinanza» [sic]), repeated in Purpura (above,
n. 30) 83f., and Strobel (above, n. 30) 295 («zusätzlich geltende Bestimmungen»). Kuhlmann
(above, n. 55) 49 even claims that there are traces before the delta of -deitik›vn and that these
traces fit another delta (or alpha) but not an epsilon. He evidently misread the epsilon of -dei-
tik›vn as a delta. The traces preceding it can only be from a delta, securing the reading -deitik›vn
but leaving a gap of two letters before it.

66 The parallel adduced by Marotta (above, n. 65) 120, OGIS 484, l. 25, is particularly inept,
because the Latin term kept there in the Greek translation is evidently a technical term. The text
immediately continues with another, this time Greek technical term, flagged as such (tÌ
kalo÷menon).

67 Scholars who reject [de]deitik›vn sometimes argue that xvrÏ« tân [ . . ]deitik›vn goes
‹philologically› with the immediately preceding mwnonto« clause rather than with the initial
d›dvmi clause (e.g., Marotta [above, n. 65] 111; see Modrzejewski [above, n. 13] 486 n. 48,
for a refutation of this). But the scholars who favor [$d]deitik›vn instead (above, n. 65) also do
not connect xvrÏ« tân [ . . ]deitik›vn with the immediately preceding mwnonto« clause. They
connect it with the direct object of the initial d›dvmi clause (p[oleit]e›an R̂vma›vn, «Roman
citizenship without the extras» [Oliver] or even «without the privileges that normally come
with Roman citizenship» [Purpura]). I therefore see no reason not to connect xvrÏ« tân
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from Roman citizenship, presumably more so in the West than in the East. It has
recently been argued68 that such barbarians were deliberately excluded to keep a pool
to draw on for the various numeri in the Roman army, just as the near-universal grant
of Roman citizenship expanded the pool to draw on for the legions. After 212 we con-
tinue to find people who are not Roman citizens mainly in the West.69

Conclusions

Shortly after the murder of Geta, Caracalla issued an amnesty decree. After several
months, on July 11, 212, he issued an edict in which he restated the amnesty decree
(lines 6–11 of the second column of P.Giss. 40 overlapping with P.Oxy. XXXVI 2755),
but also granted citizenship rights to all those who did not yet have them (the first col-
umn of P.Giss. 40) including those who no longer had them (lines 3–6 of the second
column of P.Giss. 40 overlapping with P.Oxy. XXXVI 2755 and CJ 10.61[59].1). The
full text of the CA was given in P.Giss. 40, but presumably also in P.Oxy. XXXVI 2755,
another, contemporary copy of the Greek translation. One paragraph of the CA is
quoted in CJ 10.61(59).1 and paraphrased in D. 50.2.3.1 from Ulpian. P.Giss. 40 dates
from 215/6, because the second text in the second column is connected with Caracal-
la’s visit to Alexandria in 215/6 and is even more topical than most of the CA. Why the
two texts were copied on the same papyrus is unclear. Some of the provisions in the
CA, especially those about infamia (P.Giss. 40 col. 2, ll. 3–6), would have been useful
for future legal reference, but the ‹expulsion decree› would have hardly mattered for
members of the élite in Egypt who were concerned with infamia.

With its new date, July 11, 212, the CA appears less as a hasty diversion tactic on the
part of an emperor who had just (December 211) killed his brother in Rome70 than as

[ . . ]deitik›vn with the indirect object of the initial d›dvmi clause (toÖ« synˇpasi …, «to all
except the dediticii»).

68 M. Rocco, L’esercito romano tardoantico. Persistenze e cesure dai Severi a Teodosio I,
2012, 29–52.

69 For some examples of non-Roman tribes and other population groups (or individuals of
such tribes and groups) after the CA, see E. Condurachi, La Costituzione Antoniniana e la sua
applicazione nell’impero romano, Dacia 2, 1958, 281–316. It is possible that some of these
groups had not come into the Roman orbit until after 212, in which case the CA did not apply to
them in any case. Cf. ILS 9184 (AD 232): deditic(ii) Alexandriani, «dediticii under the patronage
of (Severus) Alexander.» According to Rocco (above, n. 68) 50 these dediticii Alexandriani had
surrendered to Septimius Severus in his British campaign which ended in 211, and if so, they had
evidently been excluded from the CA when it was issued, providing further support for the
traditional reading xvrÏ« tân [de]deitik›vn in P.Giss. 40 col. 1, l. 9. But there may have been
other occasions for some Britons to surrender to the Romans, even after the main hostilities had
ended in 211.

70 See, e.g., Wolff (above, n. 1) 281: a «kurzfristig berechnete Wohltat mit unkalkuliert weit-
reichenden Folgen, gleichsam epochal wider Erwarten.» This has been sufficiently refuted by
Buraselis (above, n. 49).
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a more mature piece of legislation affecting people elsewhere in the Roman empire,
mainly in the East, who may not have been interested in what had happened in
Rome.71 However much one might belittle Caracalla for this ‹gesture›, a ‹mere formal-
ity› (as if there were already very many Roman citizens everywhere, quod non), it is the
‹logical› outcome of the millennial Roman tradition of granting citizenship to others.
Judging from the sheer number of new citizens in evidence from early 213, we can
even regard Caracalla as the founder of a new Roman empire, where (almost) every-
body was a citizen, irrespective of their ethnic origin.72

This article will have achieved its goal, if it has cleared up some of the misunder-
standings about the text of the CA as preserved in both columns of P.Giss. 40.
Wolff ’s obiter dictum quoted as the motto of this article has in any case been proven
wrong. After 116 years, we can start reading the CA as a unified whole. It was a sub-
stantial edict by Caracalla (taking up more than 40 lines in Greek in P.Giss. 40) that
had profound (and no doubt intended) consequences. We can trace these conse-
quences not just in the short term (the sheer number of new Roman citizens in evi-
dence from early 213, affected by the grant of citizenship in lines 7–9 of the first col-
umn),73 but also in the long run (the legal principle formulated in lines 3–6 of the
second column and quoted in CJ 10.61[59].1).
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71 Millar (above, n. 25) argued against a close link between the murder of Geta and the CA,
which he (erroneously) dated to 214.

72 On Caracalla’s ‹universality› see especially Modrzejewski (above, n. 13) and the papers in
Ando (above, n. 6). For the contemporary background, see Buraselis (above, n. 49). – Among
the ancients, Augustine, CD 5.17, seems about the only one truly appreciative of Caracalla’s act:
quod postea gratissime atque humanissime factum est, ut omnes ad Romanum imperium perti-
nentes societatem acciperent civitatis et Romani cives essent, ac sic esset omnium quod ante erat pau-
corum.

73 It should be emphasized that villagers were affected as much as inhabitants of cities, against
the doubts of Marotta (above, n. 65) 116, followed by Purpura (above, n. 36) 706, repeated
in Purpura (above, n. 30) 84f. The text from Ptolemais (SEG IX 356) they adduce is not con-
cerned with citizenship status (Romans vs. Egyptians) at all but with people penetrating into
barbarian territory from the West or the East (Egypt).
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